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Background

Several of the IDPs registering intention to return are persons with specific 
needs, elderly, and female headed HH. These groups manifest that  their areas 

of origin or habitual residence may provide better livelihoods opportunities 
then the place of displacement.

Increased intentions of 

return

With the positive developments in the implementation of the R-ARCSS and the 
PoCs re-designation, an increasing interest of IDPs and refugees abroad to return 
to their areas of origin or habitual residence has been observed, and it is expected 

that more pressure will be made for return movements to be supported. 

Profile

Areas of return Some of the requests are for return to areas identified as IPC 4 and 5 and also 
to areas affected by floods. Support for return to these areas is not 

encouraged.

Nature of return
Return movements of IDPs and refugees may occur spontaneously, receiving any 
support from the government or humanitarian organizations. 
In displacement sites, protection partners register the intention for supported 
return from IDPs sites



Refugee Returns in 2021

Overall returns

Cumulative refugee returns from Nov 

2017-Feb 2021. 

241,000 after R-ARCSS- 2018 

Refugee Returns in 2021 – 16,675

375,000

* Numbers are conservative due to data collection constraints. 

Movement back and forth over the border is fluid.



Sp. Refugee cumulative returns by  
State- March 2021 ▪ Countries of Asylum

i. Lack of employment/livelihoods opportunities
ii. Food reduction- UGA, ETH
iii. Cost of living, lack of Assistance (SUD).
iv. Camp Closure- DRC (Faraje), Meli

▪ In South Sudan
i. Relative stability in some return locations
ii. Livelihoods opportunities. Crop production
iii. Check and attend to property 
iv. Family reunion

Reasons for Returns in 2021

State Refugee Returns

Central Equatoria 60919

Eastern Equatoria 98949

Jonglei 55002

Lakes 15458

Northern Bahr El Ghazal 2698

Unity 67704

Upper Nile 51294

Warrap 660

Western Bahr El Ghazal 10604

Western Equatoria 12104

Grand Total 375,392
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Spontaneous Refugee Returns: Overview

• Return continued during COVID-19 restrictions and after easing restrictions

• Increased pendula movements; family heads and youth between refugee 
camps mainly Uganda, Sudan , Ethiopia and return areas in SSD

• 63% of returnees are Women and Children with 48% female headed 
households. 

• 68% returnees intend to remain in South Sudan permanently with vast 
majority (97%) feel safe in current return locations. 

• 63% of refugee returnees left immediate family members in the country of 
asylum, with 91% of them plan to join their returning families in South 
Sudan within one to six months.

• Exits to neighboring countries: mostly due to instability in Greater Yei, 
Kajo-Keji, food insecurity, floods, arms conflict- Maban. DR. Congo( 26 indvls in 
March); Uganda (Unspfd),  Sudan: 19,000 pers to White Nile- Kosti

• ** Borders remain officially closed: Population movements through informal 
routes: 



Protection Situations at the border points

• Harassment, Arrests or detention .

• Exploitation (corruption, extortion)

• Theft of belongings

• Medical emergency 

• Confiscation of refugee documentation by border authorities

Conditions in Return areas
• Stressed resources: Conflicts between returnees and hosts over limited access to essential services.
• Civil matters being handled by soldiers in absence of court structures or dispute resolution mechanism.
• HLP: Properties destroyed/occupied. 
• Stigmatization due to fear of COVID-19 transmission.
• Arrest and detention of SRR family for defying the COVID 19 control measures 
• Lack of basic services, road access and livelihoods opportunities.



Support for IDP returns

The Protection Cluster and UNHCR are ensuring that the supported returns follow the principles

of voluntariness, safety and dignity.

• The state Solutions Working Groups are holding discussions on the solutions for return before

any movement is undertaken.

• The IDPs are receiving counselling and information regarding security on the areas of intended

return for informed decision.

• The support for IDPs to return include transportation and cash assistance.

• Following the return movement, the Protection Cluster and UNHCR continue monitoring the

situation of the individuals to ensure their reintegration without protection concerns.



Supported IDP return figures

• 2021 – 6,000 individuals (includes 5,400 persons from Melut and 600 from Juba POC)

• 2020 – 1,752 individuals

• 2019 – 11,457 individuals

UNHCR, South Sudan, Humanitarian-Supported IDP Returns 
as of 28 February 2021



IDP returns with Government (RRC) in the lead

• Since the inauguration of the Action plan on returns
in Dec 2020, RRC has taken the lead on returns and
solution.

• New way of working ensures Government is the key
decision maker in returns.

• At the National and State level, task forces on
solutions are led by Government and comprised by
Government line ministries and humanitarians.

• The RRC has played a crucial role in approving and
facilitating return movements since Dec 2020.

• IDPs are received by Humanitarian and RRC state
government staff upon arrival to their area of return.

• IDPs are counselled on the situation in the area of
return and undergo a medical examination prior to
the return movement.



UNHCR, SWG, Community Leaders facilitating return of IDPs from Mangateen Collective Site returning to Rubkona/Bentiu Unity State.   ©UNHCR Juba



Main return destinations

Central Equatoria
Juba
Kajo-Keji

Eastern Equatoria
Magwi

Jonglei
Akobo
Bor South
Duk
Pochalla
Uror

NBeG
Aweil East
Aweil North

Unity
Koch
Leer
Mayendit
Mayom
Panyiijiar
Rubkona

Upper Nile
Baliet
Fashoda
Luakpiny/Nasir
Malakal
Nassir
Panyikang
Renk
Ulang

WBeG
Jur River
Wau

Based on UNHCR registered intentions of IDPs and DTM Mobility Track Round 9.



Main return destinations 
for supported IDP returns

UNHCR, South Sudan, Humanitarian-Supported IDP Returns 
as of 28 February 2021



Key needs 
in areas of 

return
Illegal secondary occupation of houses and land owned by returnees creates several HLP issues. Returnees 
are forced to settle in other places other than their original area and may not be able to access justice due to 
lack of documentation and land administrative structures. 

Concerns of safety and security with presence of cattle and cattle keepers that may interfere with returnees’ 
livelihood (i.e., occupation and destruction farmlands).

Several of the returnees are returning to areas where their shelter have been destroyed or have worn out 
due to the long time spent out and end up being under trees or occupying public places like schools and 
churches. Some of the returnees are hosted by their relatives adding pressure to the host family and creating 
congestion in small spaces.

There is an acute need of food aid distribution. Several of the returnees are surviving on wild fruits and 
leaves while other share food with the host community. Some develop coping mechanism by fishing, 
collection of firewood, bamboo stick and burning of charcoal for sale. However, the most vulnerable are 
found to be in dire need of food aid.

Some of the wash facilities (i.e., boreholes and latrines) in the areas of return are non-functional or non-
existent. Limited or no sanitary materials for women and girls. 

PSS services are not available in most areas where they are most needed. Returnees face tough psychosocial 
issues due to difficult situations they were exposed prior to displacement or during displacement.

Livelihood opportunities should be supported, including the provision of tools and seeds for farming. 



The needs identified require an inter-agency, multi-cluster response, 
including Health, S/NFI, FSL, WASH and Education. 

Reference: Framework on Solutions and the Action Plan for Solutions and 
return for 2020-2022



Increased interest to return 

More pressure from IDPs for humanitarians to facilitate returns

More returns in the dry season, less returns during the rainy season

Returns movements occurring buy bus and flight 

Self organized returns to areas not cleared for return by the RRC

The return movements are subject to the current security, political and 
COVID-19 situations prevailing

What to expect




